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Parts for Profits:
How Optimizing Ser vice Parts Management Builds Customer Value and Boosts the Bottom Line

The ability to plan and stock parts optimally helps service
organizations balance the complexities and meet the challenges
of the global service supply chain. But how do you achieve best in
class in service parts management? Step one: Know the critical
success factors.
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Service leaders recognize the importance of
managing service parts effectively. They grasp the
need to get the right part to the right place at the right
time, in order to solve a service issue quickly. They see
the part’s critical role in fixing the customer’s service
problem correctly – the first time. And they know how
valuable that happy customer can be.

Managing replacement parts for field service is
very different from standard inventory planning on
the production side of a product’s lifecycle. Aftersales supply chains are more complicated and
tougher to manage. They complete only one to four
inventory turns per year, versus six to 50 turns for
manufacturing supply chains.1

But the service team’s goal isn’t simply to satisfy the
customer.

Required supplies of replacement parts must be
predicted as accurately as possible. How often will
a replaceable component break? When and where
will spare parts be needed? How many parts will be
needed at each site? How should the parts be priced?
Will too deep of a price cut on a part cause a run on
the item? Could this lead to a stock-out?

With aftermarkets now reaching four to five times the
size of original equipment sales in many industries, a
manufacturer’s prime drivers of revenue and profit
growth are likeliest today to come from service. This
is, in fact, where the company’s main opportunities for
competitive advantage may lie. Superior service parts
management is thus strategically key.
What, then, prevents service organizations from
planning, delivering, and analyzing the flow of parts
through field service as effectively and efficiently
as they can? What is a service organization’s single
biggest obstacle to service parts management
success?
The answer, in a word, is: complexity.

Dangers of over-stock and under-stock

Companies running lean work hard to avoid overstocking of spare parts. Yet without full and clear
visibility into daily parts supplies and usage patterns,
they risk both over-stock and under-stock conditions.
Inventory must be managed at every point in the
service supply chain – from central to field to dealer to
truck stocking locations. Only then can the company
feel sure that service parts will be available right
when they are needed, in just the quantities required
to meet their customers’ product performance needs.
How seriously should a company be concerned with
predictable stocking of spare parts? Consider that, in
a recent study, service leaders identified not having
the right part on hand as the top reason a customer
service issue could not be solved the first time.2

At risk: billions in service revenue and profit
How well organizations balance the service supply
chain’s complexities and optimize the planning and
stocking of service parts affects more than just
service performance – it also directly impacts the
company’s bottom line.
Over-stocked parts sit on the company’s balance
sheet as “lazy capital”; they prevent cash from being
put to better use for other business needs. Worse,
when parts are under-stocked, productivity in
particular areas of the service network may grind to
a halt.
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The results can be unacceptable delays in solving
service issues – or no solutions at all. Service level
agreements are missed, penalties are assigned,
customers become dissatisfied, and the company
loses opportunities for future sales.
Indeed, the risks from stocking problems are great.
For global 5000 durable goods manufacturers, aftersales service operations are complex value chains,
with countless points of potential failure. Billions of
dollars of service revenue rely on getting fixes right.
The profitability of the service organization is at stake.
The need to plan and stock service parts optimally,
then, could hardly be more urgent.

Minimizing supplies while maximizing results

Service leaders see smart service parts management
as core to a complete service lifecycle management
(SLM) solution. It helps the manufacturer and their
service network partners minimize the supplies of
spare parts at all locations, while maintaining or even
improving service performance at every point in the
customer experience.
When service parts are planned and stocked to
optimal levels, pricing managers can do a better job of
setting price limits for parts. They can avoid creating
imbalances in spare parts inventory and increase the
company’s ability to hit service profit targets.
A systematic approach to parts management
improves results in other ways too. The company can
maximize use of spare parts already in the network –
whether the parts are in original working condition or
repaired. However, this may be easier said than done.
Too often, when field service technicians install a new
part, they elect not to send the old part to a repair
depot. Instead they toss it into the pile of defective
field replaceable units in trunk stock. As a result, the
company may end up purchasing many new parts
needlessly. This is a profit-killer that smart parts
management helps to avoid.

Why most solutions so far have fallen short
Most service organizations have deployed some form
of service parts management solution, generally at
a departmental or functional level. Their goals may
have been somewhat narrow to start. They may, for
example, have aimed mainly to improve service part
fill rates. Or they may have only set their sights on
reducing service part costs.
Whatever the initial objectives, the tools these
companies are using have rarely proven to be up to
the toughest challenges of service parts management.
The application simply hasn’t been able to handle the
many complexities of the service supply network.
There are many reasons for this. Parts planning
may happen in software environments outside of
the central SLM platform – using spreadsheets, for
example. Or the company may have a homegrown part
management system limited in capabilities.
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Some companies attempt to apply traditional
manufacturing-centric supply chain methods for
managing their service parts – or simply ‘add-on’
service parts applications to other business
applications – and find that one software size doesn’t
fit all.
In practically every such case, the parts management
system’s inadequacies have put the company at risk of
falling short of their customers’ expectations for good
service. Service teams cannot optimize spare parts
usage with the technological tools at hand.
The downsides can be severe. Parts inventories may
run too high. Customer satisfaction can sink. Service
costs may rise, service revenue and profits drop – and
opportunities for continued relationships with many
of the company’s hardest-won customers may be lost
forever.

What a successful solution hinges upon
PTC, through decades of helping industry leaders
achieve product and service advantage, has identified
three critical success factors for companies seeking
to balance the service supply chain’s complexities and
optimize their deployment of service parts:
1. Service parts management should be an
enterprise-wide solution. Service leaders need a
system that leverages advanced forecasting, multiechelon inventory optimization, and constraintbased distribution to manage spare parts across
the global service supply network. This enables the
service organization to improve customer service
while reducing operational cost and inventory
investment. Value to both the customer and the
service provider increases.
2. Technology solution partners for service parts
management must be carefully selected.
The service organization needs to balance
two important considerations – functional
specialization and staying power – when assessing
potential technology providers. If the company
weighs the first factor too heavily, they risk
amassing a mish-mash of point solutions costing
more in total than the benefits they provide. Overemphasize the second factor and the company may
end up with a supplier that is a monolithic jack of all
IT trades, but master of none.
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3. The service parts management solution should be
one element of a comprehensive SLM approach.
When service parts management is leveraged
within a complete systematic approach for service
lifecycle management, the organization is able
to get the most out of their service intelligence.
Service people, equipped with the latest product
performance data and full service history, make
smarter decisions at the point of service. Field
technicians – parts managers – the contact center–
even the customers themselves are able to locate
the parts they need to resolve issues quickly and
more easily, which leads to higher first-time fix
rates and greater customer satisfaction. Plus, the
new insights that service management gain about
the product’s performance can feed to design,
engineering, and manufacturing for a continuous
cycle of product and service improvements.

Happy customers create a cascade of benefits
What services organizations should expect from
their service parts management solution is the
ability to plan, deliver, and analyze their service
parts availability within the full context of the service
lifecycle. This is the most desired “goal” state. It
promises the capacity to optimize parts inventory
for meeting service level agreements with all
customers, while improving service issue resolution
times and accuracy.
If customers are satisfied – or, better, delighted – with
the quality of service they receive from a company,
they are likelier to remain loyal to that service
provider for their ongoing needs. Customer retention
increases, and the service provider can better
forecast their spare parts requirements. This helps
reduce parts excess and obsolescence. And thus the
costs from less-than-optimal service parts planning,
stocking, and utilization drop.
The bottom-line benefits to the business only grow
from there:
• Customers renew their service contracts, and cash
flow to the company improves.
• Penalties from failing to meet customers’ service
level agreements are reduced.
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• Higher targets on key performance indicators for
service are achieved.
• The company’s service reputation strengthens –
and brand equity improves.
• New sales increase because satisfied customers
and dealers stay on board.
• The company’s service revenue, profits, and market
share steadily rise.
Service organizations that are significantly invested
in proven, full-featured service parts management
solutions are minimizing their supplies of spare parts
while maximizing their revenue and profits from
service.

Core capabilities of a complete solution

• Lifecycle analysis. This will help service leaders
manage transitions in the product lifecycle – from
initial provisioning for the product’s introduction
through multiple product configuration changes, all
the way to the product’s end of life.
• Parts locator. Service teams need to identify and
order the best part for the service task at hand in
real time, even if parts reside in multiple back-end
inventory systems.

Any part for any product across any
service network
There are four important decision
checkpoints to consider when assessing
and selecting technology solutions for
service parts management:

What capabilities should a fully realized service parts
management solution entail? Here is a checklist of the
main requirements:

1. The preferred solution should be
scalable. It should be built to handle the
needs of a global service supply chain
drawing upon tens of millions of SKUs.

• Advanced forecasting. Service leaders must be
able to project, as accurately as possible, the parts
needed for every level of the supply chain, using
statistical algorithms, installed base data, and the
product’s maintenance history.

2. The preferred solution should be
flexible. It should combine best-ofbreed technology, comprehensive
professional services, and the range of
functionality required to address needs
at any and all stages of the service
lifecycle. These are the essentials
for improving service parts planning,
delivery, and analysis.

• Multi-echelon inventory optimization. Advanced
optimization solvers will enable service leaders to
determine the lowest-cost parts inventory levels
– with churn control – to achieve desired service
performance across all supply chain levels.
• Advanced order planning. Service leaders should
be able to specify the best ways to buy, replenish,
and repair materials throughout the service supply
chain. This will let them manage schedule changes
effectively and rebalance parts inventories globally.
• Performance-based stocking. For complex assets
such as aircraft, defense systems, and utilities,
service leaders need the ability to plan and stock
supplies of service parts to guarantee desired
levels of product uptime or service availability.
• Network optimization. Service leaders should
be able to devise the optimal network of stocking
locations to minimize facility and transportation
costs while remaining sure of meeting their
customers’ service level agreement requirements.
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3. The preferred solution should be visible.
It should provide a single, closed loop
view into the entire service network.
Up-to-date parts information will be
shareable at all echelons of service –
from regional to global, from primary
warehouses to service vans, from the
individual service planner to the C-level
service executive.
4. The preferred solution should be
proven. It should be no mere vision or
concept. Industry leaders should be
implementing the solution now. The
service organization should be able to
apply tried and tested analytical and
decision-support tools in any service
arena, with any serviceable product,
across any service network.
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Managing parts for competitive advantage
Service parts management solutions that fulfill
the needs specified in this whitepaper are helping
service leaders in manufacturing industries balance
the service supply chain’s complexities and meet the
challenges of optimal parts planning and stocking.
Best-in-class service providers are finding these
solutions key to minimizing risk and maximizing value
throughout the service lifecycle. They retain more
customers, increase their revenue and profits from
service, and gain a crucial competitive edge.

The Business Challenges of Service
Parts Management
Poor
Customer
Service
Experience

High
Inventory
Costs

Missed
Revenue
Opportunities

Right parts not
available

Ineffective use of
inventory

Lost service
contract
renewals

Slow resolution
cycles

Excessive inventory Lost repeat
held
purchases of
products

Low first-time
fix rates

Obsolete inventory

High equipment Poor planner
downtime
productivity

Customer
dissatisfaction

Inflated inventory
costs

Missed dealer
profits / sales

High expediting
costs

Low stocking
levels driving
sales to
competitors

After-sales supply chains complete only one to
four inventory turns per year, versus six to 50
turns for manufacturing supply chains.
Without full and clear visibility into daily parts
supplies and usage patters, companies risk
both over-stock and under-stock conditions.
Service leaders identified not having the right
part on hand as the top reason a customer
service issue couldn’t be solved right the first
time.
When service parts are planned and stocked
to optimal levels, pricing managers can do a
better job of setting price limits for parts.
Some apply traditional manufacturing-centric
supply chain methods for managing service
parts – and find that one software size doesn’t
fit all.
Service people, equipped with the latest
product performance data and full service
history, make smarter decisions at the point of
service.
The manufacturer can better forecast parts
requirements. This helps reduce excess and
obsolescence. Costs from less-than-optimal
planning drop.
Service organizations significantly invested in
parts management report increases of up to
30% in parts availability with up to 50% less
inventory.

Damage
to service
and brand
reputation

Financial penalties
due to missed
SLAs
High product
service and
warranty costs
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The Service Parts Management Solution at
a Glance

OPTIMIZE parts inventory across all global
stocking locations.

“

	Fifty-seven percent of
the best in class have
service parts management
solutions – for execution
and planning – compared
to 38% of all others.”

MITIGATE excess inventory and shortages with
tactical planning.

Source: Service Parts Logistics 2011: Driving
Improved Service Performance via Tighter Integration,
Aberdeen Group, June 2011.

MEASURE & TUNE the model via simulations and
KPI analysis.

Studies in Service Parts Management Success

How the Best in Class Manage Service Parts
Best-in-class spare parts and logistics operations
exhibited a 22% average increase in spare parts
inventory turns and a 25% increase in spare parts
fill rate – versus a 3% average increase on both
measures for all other providers – over the previous
12 months.
Fifty percent of leading organizations had a team
in place responsible for managing the capture,
organization, and verification of service parts data.
This is compared to 15% for all other organizations.
Best in class are 13% more likely to provide
management with daily or even more frequent updates
of all spare parts forward tracking locations.

Embraer Cuts Service Parts Costs
Embraer, the world’s third-largest commercial
aircraft manufacturer, consistently meets the
high demand for service parts from major airline
customers on five continents.
Service parts planning enables the Brazil-based
company to minimize ordering errors and save
through inventory rebalancing. They have cut service
parts costs by $25.5 million.

Juniper Improves On-Time Delivery
Juniper Networks, a global leader in highperformance network infrastructure, aimed to
improve in planning, procuring, and moving products
for their growing customer base.
Juniper’s investment in a more capable and scalable
parts management solution showed positive ROI
in just three months. They improved materials
availability by 15%, on-time delivery by 27%, and
customer satisfaction by 10%. Contract renewal rates
are up.
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EMC2 Increases Service Productivity
EMC2 helps customers move to cloud computing with
state-of-the-art storage hardware for data backup
and recovery. With over 3,500 unique parts and over
$130 million in parts inventory in 50+ countries,
EMC2’s supply chain challenges are significant.

Managing service parts effectively is integral to
service lifecycle management. Service teams across
the enterprise consistently apply the latest and best
service intelligence to optimize service performance
and increase customer value and profits.
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